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nsects delight and fascinate children and they are the most abundant and
accessible group of animals on Earth. There are more insects than all other
living animals combined, more than a million known different species.
Exploring the world of insects takes advantage of a child’s natural curiosity
and opens opportunities for them to learn about life in many exciting ways. Insects can capture student attention, heighten their environmental awareness and
lead to wonderful learning opportunities.
As an educator, this guide is aimed at you. It offers 20 lessons that can be
used individually or as a curriculum and
•
•

include interdisciplinary approaches to curriculum areas
are designed for classroom teachers, homeschool educators, naturalists and
camp leaders
are geared for Years F–4, with some age-appropriate content and extensions
for younger and older year levels
were created from the firsthand experience of educators in both formal and
informal learning environments
have been thoroughly reviewed and tested by educators in both formal and
informal learning environments.
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Because of the diversity of insects and their abundance in many habitats,
they offer exciting opportunities for education and can also be used to educate
across multiple subject areas. Educating students about these species will be
critical to fostering awareness and social concern that may one day lead to
stewardship and conservation. Lessons provide opportunities for students to
build skills as environmental advocates and understand the vital need to protect
our living world. Through active, hands-on learning about the environment,
children develop the knowledge and skills to address challenges in their
communities, while contributing to their own academic achievement.
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insect i.d.

exp: 09/13/11
bones: no
Wings: yes
antenna: Yes
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BUZZ honeybee
lICENSE #: 12345678
dob: 07/29/11
LEGS: six
EYES: compound
Thorax: Yes
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Lesson 1:
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How to Identify an Insect
Year Level: F–4
Subject Area: Science, English,
The Arts

w
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Students will be able to identify
the physical characteristics of an
insect and explain that insects come
in a variety of forms, colours and
adaptations.

ow

Objectives

Method

Skills: description, identification,
drawing, small group work

ro

Setting: inside and outside

rB

Students observe and discuss the
characteristics of an insect.

Materials

Lesson Duration: 60 minutes
Group Size: no minimum
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Anatomy of an Insect worksheet,
Anatomy of a Bee worksheet, Insect
Identification worksheet, Is It an Insect? worksheet, Insect or Not? worksheet,
display board, clipboard, pencil, crayons, scissors, glue, photographs of insects
and non-insects
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Background Information
There are over a million different kinds of insects in the world, which are divided
into groups such as beetles, butterflies, moths, wasps, bees and flies. They all
belong to the phylum Arthropoda, a branch of the animal kingdom. The word
Arthropoda means “jointed foot” and is a shared characteristic that these animals
have in common. The class Insecta includes organisms that have six legs in three
pairs and do not have bones, but instead an outer covering called an exoskeleton
that provides support for muscles, covers internal organs, and has hardened
plates, wrinkles, hairs and spines that offer protection from predators and from
drying up. Their adult body is made of three basic parts: the head, thorax and
abdomen. On some insects like beetles, the thorax and abdomen may be covered
by the wings and hard to differentiate.
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The insect’s head contains the antennae, eyes, mouth and brain. The antennae
can detect smells, vibrations and sounds. Adult insects have two compound eyes
made of hundreds of tiny parts that work together and help to widen the field of
vision. They may also have three simple eyes called ocelli, located on the upper
front of the head. Larvae often have very simple eyes that can’t see detailed
images but can notice movement. The mouths may be very different among
insects and even change through the life cycle. For example, butterfly caterpillars
have chewing mouthparts for eating leaves while butterfly adults have a
proboscis to help suck up nectar from flowers.
On the insect’s thorax you can find its legs and wings. The legs are used to
climb, jump, hold, grab, dig or swim. Insects may also have one pair of wings like
flies or four wings like a dragonfly or butterfly. These wings don’t just help the
insect to fly but also cover the body for protection.
Finally, inside the insect’s abdomen are the respiratory, digestive,
excretory and reproductive systems. The abdomen may also hold a stinger and
egg laying parts.
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Have students create and complete a chart with the columns “What we
know”, “What we want to know” and “What we learned”. List all the insects
that the students can name in the first column and include information that
they can tell you about insects they have seen.
Show students toy insects and photographs of insects using books and other
resources listed at the end of this lesson. Start a discussion with the question
“What is an insect like?” and record responses from the brainstorming
session.
Ask students to point out the similarities and differences between our bodies
and insect bodies. For example, we share many of the physical characteristics
of insects including head, eyes, mouth, body and legs but also have differences like our skeletal system, lack of wings and vision.
Count the number of legs insects, spiders and people have for comparison.
Remember, it’s easy to tell if something is an insect because it will have six
legs. All you have to do is count to six. If it has six legs, it is an insect, if it
doesn’t, it isn’t! Spiders have eight legs and therefore are not insects. Millipedes and centipedes have many more than six legs and also are not insects
but myriapods.
Draw an insect on the board and ask students to come up and name the
parts they recognise. Provide students with the Anatomy of an Insect and
Anatomy of a Bee worksheets and ask them to write the descriptive words
that match the body parts on their worksheets. Pre-writers can colour
in the body parts of the insect as they are discussed or use mailing label
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Lesson 4:
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Insect Venn Diagrams
Year Level: 3–4

Subject Areas: Science, English,
Mathematics
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Students will be able to identify the
similarities and differences between
insects and other species as they
compare and contrast two different
species.
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Objectives

Method
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Students compare and contrast the
similarities and differences between
insects using T-Charts and Venn
diagrams.

Setting: inside
Lesson Duration: 30 minutes
Group Size: no minimum
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Materials

Skills: analysis, description,
identification
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Butterflies and Moths Venn Diagram
worksheet, Dragonflies and Damselflies
Venn Diagram worksheet, Insects and
Arachnids Venn Diagram worksheet,
pencil, visual reference of species
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Background Information
Animals are grouped into categories based on their similarity to one another
in a system called classification. It helps us to understand relationships among
the diversity of living things when we group things with similar characteristics
together. T-charts and Venn Diagrams are excellent starting points for recognising
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the similarities and differences among organisms. Insects come in many shapes,
sizes and colours that can be described and identified using language that appeals
to our sense of sight, touch, hearing and even smell.
When students compare and contrast different insects, they are more likely to
think deeply about the physical and behavioural characteristics that make each
insect unique. An example of a physical difference that students may observe if
looking at butterflies and moths is that butterfly antennae are long and thin and
have knobs at the end while most moth antennae look like feathers. Or they may
notice that ants have a hard exoskeleton while termites have soft-bodies. Students
may also observe behavioural characteristics that are unique. Behavioural
comparisons may include observing that butterflies are active during the day and
moths generally active at night. They may also watch dragonflies perch with the
wings open and damselflies perch with their wings closed above their back.
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Show pictures to begin a discussion about the physical and behavioural
characteristics of insects. Focus on how insects can share characteristics like
basic body parts but may appear vastly different.
Engage students in a descriptive conversation about the similarities and
differences between butterflies and moths, dragonflies and damselflies,
or insects and arachnids. You may choose to first create a T-chart to help
graphically organise student answers where you list characteristics of one
organism on one side of the chart and characteristics of another insect on the
other side of the chart. This can be started by asking students an open-ended
question such as what they notice about each animal or what the book says
about each animal.
Introduce students to Venn diagrams by adding their answers from the
T-chart into two opposite circles on the Venn diagram. Ask them what the
organisms have in common and fill in the middle section that includes shared
characteristics.
Depending on the ability of students, you may choose to provide a list of key
characteristics to be used in the Venn diagram or allow students to research
these characteristics on their own or in groups.
If available, show students the species side by side, with animals in a tank
or outside so that they may compare and contrast while observing the living
species. You may also use specimens from collections. If neither option is
available, provide photographs for visual reference.
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Butterflies and Moths
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Fly at night
Create cocoons
Have feathery
antennae
Have soft tone colours
Use camouflage
Fold their wings over in
a tent shape
Have short, plump
bodies
Look hairy, but actually
have scales
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Are Insects
Have six legs
Lay eggs
Taste with their feet
Go through
metamorphosis
Use antennae to taste,
feel and smell
Have a long tongue or
proboscis
Belong to Insect order
Lepidoptera
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Fly in daytime
Create a chrysalis
Have club-shaped
antennae
Have vibrant colours
Fold their wings above
their body
Have long slender bodies

Moths

Both
Butterflies and Moths
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Butterflies
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Dragonflies
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Dragonflies and Damselflies
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Wings spread out to
side when resting
Eyes are close together
on top of head
Are strong fliers
Have a thick, plumper
body
Hindwings are wider
than forewings

32

Both
Dragonflies and
Damselflies

Are Insects
Hatch from eggs in
fresh water
Go through incomplete
metamorphosis
Eat other insects
Fly with four wings
Belong to Insect order
Odonata

Damselflies
Wings are held behind
back when resting
Eyes are wide apart
on head
Fluttery fliers
Have a slender body
Front and hind wings
are similar
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Bee Factory
Objectives
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Year Level: 3–4
Subject Areas: Science, Health and
Physical Education, Drama
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Students will be able to understand
the structure of a honeybee hive and
how different types of bees help the
hive function.
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Lesson 17:

Method

rB

Materials

ro

Students role-play the responsibilities
of bees to create a simulation of a
honeybee hive.

Skills: analysis, application, inference,
small group work, public speaking
Setting: inside
Lesson Duration: 60 minutes
Group Size: 20
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Bee Factory Roles cards, pom-poms
(white, yellow and pink), hairbrush,
perfume, fan, food items (real or
fake), icy pole sticks.
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Background Information
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Honeybees are social insects, and like termites, ants and wasps, live together in
large groups called colonies. Honeybees divide up jobs, communicate complex
messages and take care of each other; without one another they would not be
as successful. The services of bee colonies are worth billions of dollars, as they
not only make excess honey that can be harvested by people, but also play
an important role pollinating vegetables, fruits, nuts and more. In the spring,
beekeepers transport hives to farms, where bees’ activity ensures a bountiful
harvest of produce. Over 100 commercial crops in the United States rely on
managed hives of honeybees for their pollination services. Bees and flowers have
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a special relationship: The flower provides nectar and pollen that the bee uses
for food and in return, the flower receives pollen from other flowers carried by
the bee and thus fertilisation occurs. The bee is a pollen delivery service and this
pollen stimulates the flower into producing seeds.
At the hive, honeybees process the sweet nectar collected from flowers to make
stores of honey in hanging structures called combs, which are made of individual
wax cells. The cells are also filled with eggs, larvae, pupa and pollen. As the nest
grows, more cells are made from wax produced on the underside of the honeybee’s
abdomen. The hive operates like a factory with each bee working at an assigned job,
giving us the commonly used expression “busy as a bee”. If the hive grows large
enough, it may swarm and split apart, starting a second colony of bees.
There are three types of bees that live in a colony, all with different jobs: the
queen bee, worker bees and drone bees. There is only one queen bee in each colony
and she is the only bee that can lay eggs. She is the mother of all bees in the colony
and the leader. The worker bees are the majority of bees in the hive and are all
female. They are responsible for taking care of the queen, cleaning the hive, making
honey, caring for the younger bees, foraging for nectar and pollen, protecting the
hive and other tasks. Finally the drone bees are the male bees, whose only job is to
mate with a queen bee from another hive so that she can lay eggs.
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Ask the class to think about the roles honeybees play in a hive. Write student
responses on the board for all to see. Tell students that they’re going to create
a hive by acting out the roles of the bees that make a hive function.
Copy the Bee Factory Roles page at the end of this lesson. Each role specifies a
type of bee and the phrase they will say in the activity. Cut them out and put
them in a bag. Students will be assigned a role or be instructed to pick a slip
of paper from the bag to find out what role they will play in the colony. This
breakdown is for a class of 19, but you may adjust the numbers as needed
for your class. For much smaller groups you may choose to represent the
hive with just one student representing each role. There are 11 different roles
specified, so some students will play the same role when 12 or more students
are actively participating.
• Queen Bee (1)
• Worker Bees (16 Total)
• Cell Cleaning Bees (1)
• Nurse Bees (1)
• Wax Producing Bees (1)
• Guard Bees(2)
• Field Foraging Bees (3)
• Queen Attending Bees (3)
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Procedure
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